Chapter 6:

Visual and Community Character

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This chapter assesses the potential of the Proposed Action to affect the character of the
community surrounding the Project Site and to create a significant adverse visual impact.
While the visibility of the Project Site will change from its current condition through the buildout
of the proposed Regulating Plan, this change in visibility would not be considered adverse. Rather,
one of the main goals of the Proposed Action is to create a more visually appealing and cohesive
development that includes high-quality public places. Proposed site buildings would generally be
perceived at the same or marginally higher height than existing site buildings. Building design and
placement would be consistent with the community’s intent to create a neighborhood town center
development rather than the auto-oriented single-use design that currently exists. Project Site
buildings allowed by the Proposed Action would be minimally visible from the neighborhoods to
the north due to intervening development. Project Site buildings developed under the East
Farmingdale Form-Based Code (the “EF-FBC”) would be plainly visible from the neighborhoods
west, east, and south of the Project Site. However, this change in visibility would not constitute a
significant adverse impact from these vantage points as the new buildings would be an
improvement upon existing visual character and would be consistent with the community’s desire
to implement a neighborhood-scale mixed-use transit-oriented development (TOD).
Similarly, the Proposed Action would not be considered to adversely affect the existing community
character. The Proposed Action would allow for the transformation of the Project Site from a series
of single-use development parcels that are auto-oriented into a cohesive neighborhood featuring a
mix of uses and buildings that are centered on high-quality public spaces, pedestrian activity, and
transit. This change in the community’s character would be highly beneficial and consistent with
specific planning policies that call for a coordinated redevelopment of this area.
METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING IMPACTS TO COMMUNITY CHARACTER
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) describes
community character as “all the human-made and natural features of the area. It includes the visual
character of a town, village, or city, and its visual landscape; but also includes the buildings and
structures and their uses, the natural environment, activities, town services, and local policies that
are in place. These combine to create a sense of place or character that defines the area.” 1
This chapter describes the key elements that contribute to the existing character of the
community surrounding the Project Site, including the existing buildings and landscape of the
Project Site; the key characteristics of the built environment surrounding the site; and the
existing views into the Project Site from the surrounding community.
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This chapter also evaluates changes to community character that could occur if the site is built
out in accordance with the proposed Regulating Plan, including the use and composition of
buildings and landscaping, and the changes to views into the site from the surrounding
community. The Regulating Plan contains the different transects, or zoning districts, into which
the Project Site is broken down. In addition, the Regulating Plan identifies other important
regulatory features, including block locations and sizes, open space areas, and more.
To evaluate the significance of the changes to community character resulting from the Proposed
Action, this analysis utilizes guidance from NYSDEC, which recommends consideration of the
following criteria: 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the Proposed Action replace or eliminate existing facilities, structures, or areas of
historic importance to the community?
Does the Proposed Action create a demand for additional community services (e.g., schools,
police, and fire)?
Does the Proposed Action displace affordable or low-income housing in an area where there
is a shortage of such housing?
Does the Proposed Action interfere with the use or enjoyment of officially recognized or
designated public resources?
Is the Proposed Action inconsistent with the predominant architectural scale and character?
Is the Proposed Action inconsistent with the character of the existing natural landscape?

METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING VISUAL AND AESTHETIC IMPACTS
The NYSDEC has issued guidance to assist in the review of visual impacts of projects requiring
NYSDEC actions.2 This methodology is not binding on local governments, and indeed, the
guidance focuses on assessing visual impacts to inventoried resources of aesthetic significance,
such as state and national parks and scenic areas of statewide significance. Nonetheless, the
thresholds identified in the NYSDEC guidance are useful in determining whether a change in
visibility may result in a significant adverse impact at the local level. NYSDEC defines aesthetic
and visual impacts as follows:
Aesthetic impact occurs when there is a detrimental effect on the perceived beauty of a
place or structure. Mere visibility, even startling visibility of a project proposal, should
not be a threshold for decision making. Instead a project, by virtue of its visibility, must
clearly interfere with or reduce the public's enjoyment and/or appreciation of the
appearance of an inventoried resource (e.g. cooling tower plume blocks a view from a
state park overlook).
Visual impact occurs when the mitigating effects of perspective do not reduce the
visibility of an object to insignificant levels. Beauty plays no role in this concept. A
visual impact may also be considered in the context of contrast. For instance, all other
things being equal, a blue object seen against an orange background has greater visual
impact than a blue object seen against the same colored blue background. Again, beauty
plays no role in this concept.
1
2
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Therefore, while a project may be visible from a certain location, mere visibility is not a
threshold of significance. Using NYSDEC’s guidance, significance is determined based on the
extent to which the visibility interferes with the public’s enjoyment or appreciation of a resource.
The guidance draws a sharp distinction between a “public” impact, which could occur as a result
of an impact to a public resource, and an “individual” concern, which results from a belief that a
property or neighborhood is within the viewshed of a project.
To evaluate the potential visual and aesthetic impacts of the Proposed Action, existing views
from vantage points surrounding the Project Site were compared to representational views of the
building massing that could be built if the EF-FBC were adopted. It is important to note that the
representational massings are not architectural renderings of the proposed buildings; rather, they
are illustrative of the maximum visibility of the proposed buildings. The architectural details of
the buildings have not been finalized; indeed, no specific building program is proposed as part of
the Proposed Action. Rather, the vantage point photos are meant to illustrate the potential
change in visibility of the Project Site from representative locations surrounding the site.

B. EXISTING CONDITIONS
PROJECT SITE
As described more fully in Chapter 2, “Project Description,” the Project Site spans an area of
approximately 109 acres centered on the intersection of Broadhollow Road (NYS Rt. 110) and
Conklin Street (NYS Rt. 24). A portion of the Project Site was the subject of a Neighborhood
Conditions Study (NCS) conducted by AKRF, Inc. in spring of 2017 (see Appendix D-4) The NCS
presented a detailed and comprehensive evaluation of the existing conditions within a portion of the
Project Site (see Figure 6-1). This NCS provides the basis for much of the existing conditions
description below as conditions within the Project Site have remained largely unchanged since the
NCS was conducted. The Project Site currently includes industrial, commercial, retail, and
entertainment-related uses. A significant amount of the Project Site is vacant and underutilized
(approximately 653,655 gross square feet [gsf]). Transecting the Project Site just north of and
running parallel to Conklin Street are the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) train tracks.
The portion of the Project Site that is located at the northwest corner of Conklin Street and
Broadhollow Road, identified in Figure 2-2 as the West Industrial area, includes commercial and
industrial uses. In this area south of the LIRR tracks, there is a commercial car wash, a vacant
building that formerly was a diner, and a modular storage company. North of the railroad tracks, in
the area identified as the Northwest Retail area, is a clothing and accessories store and a furniture
store. The commercial buildings are setback from Broadhollow Road between 25 to 75 feet,
creating a front setback area, which is dominated by parking. The front, side, and rear yards of the
commercial buildings serve as parking lots that show signs of wear and tear. While the buildings
are only one story, they appear taller because they are approximately 20 feet in height. There are
several small, young trees between the commercial buildings and the abutting roadways. These
trees do not provide a visual barrier or buffer between the buildings’ parking lots and the street
because they are widely spaced and ornamental. The adjacent multilane roadways—featuring high
vehicular speeds, expansive intersections, minimal crosswalks and, in certain areas, lack of
sidewalks—create an unfriendly environment for pedestrians and cyclists. The lot with the
modular storage company does have a barrier along its perimeter, a wooden and chain-link fence,
however it is becoming overgrown with vegetation. The entrance to the lot with the modular
storage company has four cement cylinders marking the entranceway (see Figure 6-2).
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The portion of the Project Site that is located at the northeast corner of Conklin Street and
Broadhollow Road includes industrial uses. The area south of the LIRR tracks and north of
Conklin Street is owned by the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) and
the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA). NYSDOT leases its property to a commercial mulch
supplier and the interior of this lot is used to store a variety of types of mulch in large, tall piles.
There are dirt pathways between the mulch piles for trucks and excavators to traverse and when
not in use, trucks and equipment are stored on-site. The mulch piles are organized around a
vacant and dilapidated building on the site (see Figure 6-3). The dilapidated building, the former
Seversky Airplane Assembly Building, was determined State and National Historic Registers
(S/NR)-eligible in 2008, although its condition had already deteriorated by that date. Today, the
building is in very poor structural condition; most of the roof is missing and several of the
windows are broken, leaving the building open to the elements. The interior of the structure is
unsafe and contains broken and falling beams. Visually, the building is rusted and vandalized
with graffiti (see Figure 6-4). Overgrown vegetation provides a visual and physical buffer
between the mulching company and the dilapidated building.
North of the LIRR tracks, in the area known as Seven Daughters, is active industrial space.
Companies located north of the tracks include a masonry and landscape supplier, piano factory
outlet, furniture showroom, and decking supplier. The lots are improved in two ways—either
with a single-story, large footprint building for inside storage of goods or with a single-story
office or showroom building with the remainder of the lot used as open storage for goods.
Unlike the area south of the LIRR tracks, there is no vegetative buffer around this portion of the
Project Site. Similar to the northwest corner of the intersection, the Seven Daughters area does
not have a unifying community character and is not visually appealing.
The portion of the Project Site that is located at the southeast corner of Conklin Street and
Broadhollow Road is the most recently developed portion of the Project Site. It is improved with
a shopping center, “Airport Plaza,” that includes retail and entertainment uses. Uses located on
this portion of the Project Site include a movie theater, several restaurants, clothing and
accessories stores, an office supply store, a sporting goods store, a liquor store, a financial
services office, and a home goods store. The presence of such large-scale destination retail is
complementary to the residential uses just outside of the Project Site; however, there is no public
open space at the shopping center for residents to gather or enjoy or to break up the monolithic
parking area. The shopping center portion of the Project Site includes a vast amount of parking
interspersed with young trees. There is a small grassy buffer between the boundary of these lots
and the roadways. This new shopping center, with stucco buildings extending greater than 20
feet in height, visually contrasts with the flat land surrounding them (described below) and the
industrial and vacant uses north of Conklin Street.
A small portion of the Project Site is located at the southwest corner of Conklin Street and
Broadhollow Road. This portion of the Project Site is improved with a gas station and
convenience store (see Figure 6-5). There are entrances to the gas station from both Conklin
Street and Broadhollow Road. There is maintained landscaping that provides a buffer between
the sidewalk and these parcels. The sidewalks are kept clear of trash and debris.
At the center of these uses, and the Project Site, is the busy intersection of Conklin Street and
Broadhollow Road. Broadhollow Road has six lanes of traffic and Conklin Street has four lanes of
traffic. There is a dedicated right-hand turn lane from Conklin Street onto Broadhollow Road. Both
roads have dedicated sidewalks (with the exception of the north side of Conklin Street) but do not
have pedestrian lighting. There are only two crosswalks—a 95-foot-long crosswalk across Conklin
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Street at the west side of the intersection and a 157 foot long crosswalk across Broadhollow Road
at the east side of the intersection. There are two bus stops located on Conklin Street at the west
side of the intersection. This intersection is heavily traveled by dump trucks and semi-trailer trucks
accessing the nearby industrial and commercial uses (see Figure 6-6).
SURROUNDING AREAS
The Project Site is a low-density area surrounded by even lower density development to the south
and east, and higher density commercial and residential development to the north and west.
NORTH
North of the Project Site is a mix of industrial and commercial land uses. Similar to the Project
Site, buildings to the north are primarily large-format buildings surrounded with storage space and
parking lots. Most commercial buildings are setback approximately 55 feet from Broadhollow
Road. The front yards created by the setback are generally used for parking and provide little or no
vegetative buffer between the roadway, sidewalk, and private parking lot. The industrial buildings
in this area front on local connector streets such as Sherwood Avenue and Gazza Boulevard to the
east of Broadhollow Road and Daniel Street and Glove Circle to the west. The buildings are
primarily one-story buildings. There are no pedestrian-oriented land uses within this area.
SOUTH
South of the Project Site is a mix of big-box retail, commercial, and institutional uses. Directly
south of the Project Site is a Home Depot, which is part of the Airport Plaza Shopping Center
described above. This retail store is not directly abutting a roadway, but is accessed from
Conklin Street and Broadhollow Road by driving through an extensive parking lot. Abutting
Broadhollow Road is a telecommunications office, two hotels, and the Aviation Center at
Farmingdale State College. These commercial uses are setback more than 100 feet from the
roadway. As is typical of the commercial buildings in the area surrounding the Project Site, the
front yard is used as a parking area.
The largest and most significant use to the south of the Project Site is Republic Airport. Republic
Airport is a regional airport that provides flight training, private and corporate flights, and charter
and regional commuter operations.1 A portion of the airport directly abuts Broadhollow Road and
is separated from the sidewalk by a tall chain-link fence with barbed wire at the top. The flat grass
and cemented area of the airport does not seem out of place. Rather, the flatness of the airport
property is in line with the sprawling, flat parking lots that surround the big-box stores north of the
airport and the low commercial strip mall on the west side of Broadhollow Road.
EAST
East of the Project Site, south of Conklin Street, is one tenant (Stew Leonard’s) that is part of the
Airport Plaza Shopping Center, described above, but is not part of the Project Site. Further to the
east is the northernmost portion of the Republic Airport. The Republic Airport property consists
of open land at the end of one of the runways, bounded by a tall chain-link fence with barbed
wire at the top (see Figure 6-7). There is a portion of the airport’s property that directly abuts
New Highway. Within the airport property, but outside of the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for
architectural resources, are three known historic resources. The three historic resources are
1
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airplane hangars belonging to Republic Airport—Hangars 2, 3, and 4—which have been
determined S/NR-eligible under Criterion C as classic examples of early 20th century to World
War II era steel aviation hangar construction. They have also been determined S/NR-eligible
under Criterion A for their contribution to industrial and military history. All three hangars have
been in constant use since their construction, and later alterations and modernizations have not
adversely affected their historic integrity (see Figure 6-8).
The dominant land use to the east of the Project Site is the St. Charles/Resurrection Cemeteries.
The St. Charles/Resurrection Cemeteries extend more than 3/4-mile east of the Project Site.
Conklin Street in this area becomes a two-lane road as it passes the cemetery. The cemetery
grounds are well-maintained, grassy fields. North of the LIRR tracks, the cemetery grounds are
bounded by old-growth trees, providing a visual barrier between the cemetery grounds and
drivers on Conklin Street. South of the LIRR tracks and north of Conklin Street is a flat and
treeless lot, a portion of which is used as parking, that is bounded by a short chain-link fence
with barbed wire at the top. Cemetery land south of the Conklin Street is more heavily populated
with gravesites, and thus trees are more spread out. There are several low buildings used by
administrative and maintenance staff. This portion of the cemetery is bounded by a low, green
fence. The vast open space of the cemetery contrasts to the development of Airport Plaza
Shopping Center and industrial uses north of Conklin Street.
WEST
West of the Project Site and generally west of Broadhollow Road is a largely single-family
residential neighborhood. Two concentrations of industrial uses exist. One industrial cluster is
located at the northwest corner of the intersection of Conklin Street and Broadhollow Road,
south of the LIRR tracks and just outside of the Project Site boundary. This area includes several
industrial businesses with storage space and commercial offices within the industrial buildings
(see Figure 6-9). North of the LIRR tracks is the second cluster of industrial (warehouse and
distribution) uses. The warehouses and distribution centers offer a variety of goods including
rugs, cookies, and party supplies. Parking surrounds the buildings. The buildings north of the
LIRR tracks are in better physical condition than those that are south of the LIRR tracks. Beyond
these commercial uses are single-family residential homes.
The residential area to the west of the Project Site is formed around a grid-like network of streets.
The residential streets are tree-lined and have sidewalks. Most homes are no more than 40 feet
setback from the frontage street, allowing for front yards with well-maintained lawns. The homes
themselves are largely in the ranch style, with some that rise one story and others that rise two
stories. Many of the homes have gabled roofs. All of the homes have driveways (see Figure 6-10).
There is one significant scenic and aesthetic resource within the NYSDEC-recommended radius
of potential impact of 5 miles—Bethpage State Park. The state park is located over 3/4-mile west
of the Project Site. In the intervening distance between the state park and the Project Site are
hundreds of single-family households, and hundreds of thousands of square feet of commercial
service providers and retailers. The commercial service providers are located in large-format
buildings, each with multiple loading docks for shipping and deliveries and large parking lots for
employee parking and tractor-trailer storage. Bethpage State Park itself is largely developed with
several golf courses. There are mature trees and thick brush that have developed a visual and
physical barrier between the easternmost portion of the park and development to the east of the
park. Current views of the Project Site from any location on Bethpage State Park that are not
interrupted by dense vegetation are of single-family residential development abutting large-scale
commercial development.
5/22/2018
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VIEWS OF THE PROJECT SITE
This section describes current views into the Project Site from publicly accessible vantage points
that were identified by AKRF, Inc. The areas are representative of the areas that have current
visibility of the Project Site and may experience a change in the site’s visual resources and
community character with the Proposed Action.
VANTAGE POINT 1: CONKLIN STREET AND AIRPORT BOULEVARD INTERSECTION
The Conklin Street and Airport Boulevard Intersection typifies the incongruous mix of uses
present in and around the Project Site. South of Conklin Street is the Airport Plaza Shopping
Center (see Figure 6-11). The shopping center is relatively new (completed construction around
2000), with single-story buildings reaching approximately 20 feet in height. The buildings front
on the interior parking lot, so the back of the building and loading docks are facing Conklin
Street. The architecture is typical of large format shopping centers in the region. While there is a
sidewalk on the southern portion of Conklin Street, accessing the shops on Airport Boulevard
would not be a welcoming pedestrian activity because there is no pedestrian lighting or
crosswalks within the parking lot. The parking lots are spacious, as are the streets leading
through them. The stores are generally big-box, national or regional chain stores, with a few and
independently owned and operated, “mom-and-pop” type stores.
North of Conklin Street are dilapidated buildings and overgrown vegetation (see Figure 6-12).
From this vantage point, the trees and shrubs have thinned so there is no visual barrier between
Conklin Street and the interior of the NYSDOT/mulch company site. An onlooker can see the
interior of the site, including the dump trucks, excavators, and conveyors actively at work; a
variety of piles of mulch and woodchips; and the rusted buildings covered in graffiti. There is no
sidewalk on the north side of Conklin Street. Gravel, weeds, and trash mark the transition
between a property line and roadway. Conklin Street seemingly extends east and west without
any endpoint that is visible.
VANTAGE POINT 2: CONKLIN STREET AND BROADHOLLOW ROAD INTERSECTION
The Conklin Street and Broadhollow Road intersection is wide and handles a significant amount
of car traffic (see Figure 6-13). Looking westward along Conklin Street at the intersection, the
view is not inviting to a pedestrian. For example, if a pedestrian is trying to get from the
southeast corner of the intersection to the bus stop at the northeast corner of the intersection, the
person would have to cross 14 lanes of traffic. Two out of four faces of the intersection are
marked with a pedestrian crosswalk. There is no pedestrian lighting. The most active use at this
intersection is a gas station at the southwest corner. The three remaining corners include an
abandoned diner with a large parking lot in the front yard at the northwest corner; the
westernmost portion of the NYSDOT site, partially abandoned and partially used as parking by
the mulching company at the northeast corner; and the front yard parking area for the Multiplex
Cinemas that is part of Airport Plaza Shopping Center at the southeast corner. There are no
pedestrian-oriented destinations at either corner and there are few large trees that would provide
a visual break from the concrete roads and parking lots.
VANTAGE POINT 3: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SITE
The NYSDOT Site is largely underutilized (see Figure 6-14). As described under “Project Site,”
this NYSDOT-owned site is leased and used by a mulch supply company. The site is filled with
piles of mulch, dirt, and woodchips. Equipment is kept on-site in the area where the lot meets the
north side of Conklin Street. The truck routes between the mounds of mulch are made of dirt, not
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cement, so truck tires carry dirt onto Conklin Street at its intersection with Broadhollow Road.
The addition of trucks entering Conklin Street at this intersection makes the intersection that
much more challenging for pedestrians to traverse. As described above, the mounds and truck
routes were built around abandoned and dilapidated buildings. The buildings are cordoned off by
chain-link fencing. Where this lot meets Broadhollow Road to the west is a thick row of mature
trees, which provides a visual barrier to the interior of the site.

C. FUTURE WITHOUT THE PROPOSED ACTION
In the Future without the Proposed Action (the “No Action” condition), the Project Site could be
built to its maximum potential under the existing zoning. All of the lots are currently
underdeveloped and in the No Action condition, nearly 1 million sf of additional building area
could be constructed, as described in Chapter 3, “Land Use, Zoning, and Public Policy,” and
detailed in Appendix C-2. The existing zoning as described in Chapter 3, “Land Use, Zoning, and
Public Policy,” permits any lawful use with the exception of dwellings and other specific heavy
manufacturing and industrial uses. As such, the current pattern of incompatible land uses—
shopping centers next to mulch distributors next to stand-alone retail—would be likely to continue
within the Project Site boundaries. Areas beyond the Project Site contain single-family residential
dwellings, which would continue to be subject to the trucking traffic and visually unappealing
industrial and manufacturing uses of the Project Site. Existing sprawl, which can be characterized
as large buildings in the middle of a parking field, would continue to be the dominant development
pattern because dense development would not be encouraged, nor necessarily allowed.
The current road configuration would also continue. Instead of small, walkable blocks, the long,
multilane roadways with intersections that are hostile to pedestrians would continue to be the
norm. Certain areas of road would lack sidewalks and pedestrian lighting. Cars and personal
transportation would continue to take precedence over pedestrians and public transportation. The
lack of pedestrian-friendly roadways and passages would remain an issue. Incompatible land
uses, excessive parking fields, and lack of pedestrian access would continue to hamper the
development of a cohesive community character within the Project Site.

D. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
PROJECT SITE
The Proposed Action, the adoption of the EF-FBC, would dictate future development of the
Project Site and is specifically intended to improve the visual character of the East Farmingdale
hamlet area. Future development would be concentrated around the re-opened Republic LIRR
station and new Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line proposed along Route 110 corridor. Developing a
mix of uses within proximity to a regional rail system would be consistent with the Town’s
stated objective of creating a transit-oriented development. Development around the LIRR
station would create an intentional town center, which would also be a central hub for other
modes of public transportation to pick up where the LIRR left off (e.g., BRT, biking) and close
the “last mile” transportation gap.
Different transects (or zones) within the EF-FBC would control the location and mix of uses
within the Project Site. Residential uses would be permitted on the Project Site and mixed-use
buildings, with residential and retail or commercial uses, would be encouraged. New buildings
would be located on sidewalk-lined streets with building placement abutting the sidewalk or
within 6 feet in the center of the Project Site (see Figure 6-15). Having a consistent front yard
setback would provide pedestrians a visually appealing streetscape, which encourages pedestrian
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activity and reduces the perceived distance of pedestrian trips. The small-scale blocks would
also give pedestrians a sense of being in a more enclosed and safe space, rather than traversing a
wide open field of parking. The sidewalks would be connected to a network of sidewalks,
crosswalks, and trails that extend out from the area around the LIRR station and proposed Route
110 BRT stop. Retailers located in the new buildings, particularly those close to the LIRR
station where commuters will be heading to or coming from, would have a steadier stream of
customers walking past their store because of the improved pedestrian network.
Civic open spaces would be located throughout the TOD and would be accessible by the
network of sidewalks. Open space provides residents with casual gathering places, encourages a
communal sense of place, and provides residents a reprieve from the built environment.
Landscaping and medians would also be used as traffic calming measures. Parking lots would
not be permitted in the front of buildings, meaning direct pedestrian access to the front of the
building would be prioritized. The EF-FBC would dictate future development, both in the public
and private realm, through traditional bulk and area requirements, as well as landscaping and
architectural standards, to provide the groundwork for the area to develop a sense of place.
VIEWS OF THE PROJECT SITE
This section describes the changes in visual resources and community character that would occur
if the Project Site was built out according to the EF-FBC. The potential significance of the
changes in visibility as a result of the Proposed Action is evaluated using the thresholds
established by the NYSDEC; specifically that “mere visibility, even startling visibility of a
project proposal, should not be a threshold for decision making. Instead, a project, by virtue of
its visibility, must clearly interfere with or reduce the public’s enjoyment and/or appreciation of
the appearance of an inventoried resource.”
BETHPAGE STATE PARK
As stated above, the Project Site is minimally visible from Bethpage State Park due to the distance
and intervening tree cover and buildings. Therefore, the Proposed Action would also be minimally
visible from this resource and would not create a significant visual or aesthetic impact.
VANTAGE POINT 1: CONKLIN STREET AND AIRPORT BOULEVARD INTERSECTION
With implementation of the EF-FBC, over time a village-like character would develop within
the Project Site and would be centered on the intersection of Conklin Street and Airport
Boulevard (see Figure 6-16). Currently, the mix of uses and building and streetscape design at
this intersection is incongruous. The EF-FBC would dictate uses and building form such that
they would complement each other. For example, retail stores would be located on the ground
floor with residential units above. Requiring new buildings to be sited to meet the sidewalk,
rather than having parking in the front yard, would encourage shopping locally and walking
from store to store. The maximum permitted height of buildings would be three to four stories,
which would be slightly higher than the existing condition (one-story buildings that range from
approximately 20 to 35 feet in height), but still within a pedestrian-friendly scale. The
architecture would be varied and, based on the design guidelines included in the EF-FBC, would
be harmonious with other developments in the area. Most importantly, consistent design
standards, both for buildings within the private realm and for improvements in the public realm,
would be implemented. Architectural standards have been developed so there is a common
thread in the architecture that would encourage a sense of place. Examples of architectural
standards in the EF-FBC include standard amounts of building façade transparency (i.e.,
windows) for buildings that face onto a street or public space; maximum permitted distance
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between building entrances (50 feet); for buildings three stories or greater, the ground-floor
building materials should be differentiated from those above to reinforce the pedestrian space;
and storefronts will be required to be covered either by an awning, canopy, second-floor
balcony, colonnade, or by being inset into the main body of the building.
The EF-FBC will encourage intersection design that could accommodate larger vehicles;
however the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists is the highest priority in the code. Currently,
cyclists do not have designated lanes on any roads within the Project Site. Designated bike lanes
with protective medians would increase the safety of cyclists, thus encouraging more people to
use bikes to move throughout the Project Site. Therefore, the EF-FBC would require, for private
and Town-owned land, and encourage, for other publicly owned land, that pedestrian exposure
to vehicles and crossing distances to be minimized through the use of refuge islands, bump -outs,
and pedestrian signals; the inclusion of amenities that encourage the use of available mobility
options, such as bus shelters, secure bike parking, and bike storage on public transit; and
repetition of standard site furnishings to unify the aesthetic experience of the streets within the
TOD. One of the most significant additions visible from this vantage point is the extension of
Airport Boulevard north to the LIRR station. In accordance with the FBC, the extension of
Airport Boulevard would include sidewalks and street trees. The extension of Airport Boulevard
would begin to break up the long and arduous blocks created by the current roadway structure.
Shorter blocks are easier to traverse for pedestrians because they increase the number of
destinations to walk to and they function as a traffic calming measure. Shorter blocks would also
allow for greater development at the station-area town center such that development does not
sprawl outside of the Project Site.
While these are stark visual changes from the current condition, this change in visibility is not an
adverse impact to the visual and aesthetic character of the area. In fact, the development that
would occur and that would be visible from this vantage point would increase public enjoyment
and appreciation of the town.
VANTAGE POINT 2: CONKLIN STREET AND BROADHOLLOW ROAD INTERSECTION
The Conklin Street and Broadhollow Road intersection would be encouraged by the EF-FBC to
be more pedestrian friendly and to service a greater diversity of transportation modes (see
Figure 6-17). Clearly marked crosswalks could be added to all of the pedestrian crossing points
subject to the approval of the NYSDOT. Half of the faces of the intersection currently do not
have pedestrian crosswalks. The crosswalks could connect to sidewalks on both sides of Conklin
Street and Broadhollow Road, respectively. A planted median and a grassy strip between the
roads and the sidewalks could serve as traffic calming measures. Broadhollow Road is a major
commuter and business corridor, which is ideal for a BRT system. Route 110 BRT stops
proposed within the Project Site would greatly increase the capacity of Broadhollow Road and
improve a person’s mental map of the area. While these improvements are not part of the
Proposed Action, the development of the Project Site with more pedestrian-friendly uses would
allow for, and encourage, these improvements.
VANTAGE POINT 3: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SITE
The FBC aims to create a town center that would include a mix of uses, public plazas, open
space, and thoughtful design based on a grid-like street network (see Figures 6-18 and 6-19).
The NYSDOT site between the LIRR station and Conklin Street, on the east side of
Broadhollow Road would be the centerpiece for the town center. Architectural styles within this
area would be guided by the EF-FBC so they are harmonious with neighboring buildings and
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buildings elsewhere on the Project Site. Harmonious architecture helps build a sense of place
and character because buildings would have similar features. The new LIRR train station would
let passengers off into the town center. There would also be a BRT stop at the town center so
commuters would be able to take a short walk to or from the train station for the first and final
leg of their journey, respectively. When going to or coming home from work, commuters would
have easy access to plenty of shopping and service options in the town center area, such as
coffee shops, grocery stores, and restaurants. Residents living in the town center would have
unparalleled access to the new LIRR station. The LIRR, BRT, and shopping would all be
connected by a network of sidewalks. Parking for cars would be moved to the center of parcels
such that buildings would have to front the street and sidewalks. This would further enhance the
walkability of the core area around the LIRR station.
These changes in visibility and the built environment are considered to have a positive impact on
the visual resources and community character of East Farmingdale and the Town.
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Figure 6-1
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Fence for Modular Storage Company
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Figure 6-2
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Figure 6-3
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Figure 6-4
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Figure 6-5
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Conklin Street
and Broadhollow Road Intersection
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Figure 6-6
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Typical Industrial/Commercial Office Tenant
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Typical Residence
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Vantage Point 1 - Conklin Street
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Vantage Point 1(b) - Conklin Street
and Airport Boulevard Intersection
from Interior of DOT Site
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Vantage Point 2 - Conklin Street
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Vantage Point 3 - Department
of Transportation Site
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Figure 6-14
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Streetview of Station Area Mixed Use
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Potential Impacts of the Proposed Action
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